
INTRODUCTION

Ribosome is a large ribonucleoprotein complex that

synthesizes all cellular proteins according to the program

delivered by messenger RNA. Being one of the key ele�

ments of a living cell, this ancient molecular machine

contains universally conserved structural elements built

from ribosomal RNA (rRNA) that relatively rarely

mutate under natural conditions [1]. This circumstance

along with the existence of multiple copies of ribosomal

RNA gene in genomes of living organisms made the ribo�

some a logical target for a variety of antibiotics [2].

Approximately half of the antibiotics used today in the

clinical practice are inhibitors of protein synthesis on the

ribosome. Nevertheless, the number of pathogenic

microorganisms resistant to ribosomal antibiotics is grow�

ing every year [2, 3].

The mechanism of bacterial ribosome resistance to

antibiotics is usually realized via chemical modifications

of rRNA residues, predominantly concentrated in the

ribosome functional centers [4], and these modifications

comprise an additional nonconstitutional methylation of

one or another rRNA residue [5]. An example of this is

methylation of the A2503 residue (hereafter, the E. coli

numbering is used for rRNA) of the 23S rRNA in the

large subunit of bacterial ribosome at C8 position, carried

out by the Cfr methyltransferase [6], first discovered in

S. sciuri [7] and belonging to the so�called radical SAM�

methyltransferases family 1 [8]. In the wildtype bacterial

ribosome, the A2503 residue is also subjected to post�

transcriptional constitutive methylation at C2 position by

the RlmN methyltransferase; the combined action of

these methyltransferases results in 2,8�dimethylation of

the A2503 residue and its transformation into the

m2m8A2503 residue.

The additional chemical modification provides bac�

terial resistance to antibiotics from different families

(phenicols, linkcosamides, oxazolidinones, pleuromu�

tilins and streptogramines A) termed PhLOPSa resistance

according to the first letters of the names of antibiotic

families involved [9]. Emergence of such a pronounced

multidrug resistance in the ribosome is usually explained
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through the direct steric clashes imposed by the addition�

al methyl group of the m2m8A2503 residue preventing

antibiotic binding (see, for example, [10]). However, it

must be mentioned that the structures of the ribosome

with dimethylated A2053 residue have not been elucidat�

ed yet, and the detailed structural analysis of the ribosome

complexes with antibiotics has not been performed.

The conserved m2A2503 residue connects two sin�

gle�stranded rRNA regions that form the so�called tunnel

walls. Here the m2A2503 residue is wedged into the

nucleotide chain between A2059 on the one side and

G2061 on another one, while A2060 is outlooped from

the stack. This chain of 2058�2062 23S rRNA residues is

assumed to be a pathway for signals transmission from the

interior sites of the NPET up to the PTC [11�13].

To investigate the effect of A2503 dimethylation on

conformations of RNA residues, we employed the molec�

ular dynamics (MD) simulations method, which was suc�

cessfully applied to describe dynamic aspects of the bac�

terial ribosome structure and functioning [13]. The effect

of m2A2503 8�methylation was investigated both for the

ribosome in A/A, P/P�state preceding the peptidyl trans�

ferase reaction (PTR), and in the P/P, E/E�state, which,

according to several data, was allosterically antagonistic

to the first state [14, 15].

Models of the complexes of the entire 70S E. coli

ribosome in both functional states with two variants of

A2503 residue methylation were prepared for following

simulation. The effect of the resistance modification on

the conformation and non�covalent bonds of the rRNA

residues was studied, and the greatest conformational

changes were found in the residues U2609 and U1782

spatially separated from A2503, and they also were found

even deeper down the NPET around the A751 residue.

All these residues, according to the experimental data,

participate in some cases of RT–PTC signal transmission

when the allosteric communication is interrupted by

antibiotics along with stalling peptides, and these residues

are associated with m2m8A2503 through a network of

non�covalent interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Modeling systems. The E. coli ribosome structure

obtained by cryoelectron microscopy with 2.9 Å resolution

(PDB code: 5AFI) [10] was chosen as an initial construct

for the modeling systems. The missing modified bases were

added to the ribosome complex with deacylated

E–tRNAfMet, fMet–P–tRNAfMet, and Phe–A/T–tRNAPhe

as part of the triple complex with EF–Tu, GTP, and kir�

romicyn in accordance with the information from the

databank [16].

Earlier, we already described the procedure for

obtaining ribosome complexes from the 5AFI structure

that stably and reproducibly were able to bind tRNAs at

both the A/A� and P/P�sites and at the P/P� and E/E�

sites [17]. Here we only mention that this procedure con�

tained at least three short MD simulations with consecu�

tive removal of the positional restraints from various parts

of the system. Systems with m2m8A2503 were made on

their basis, and MD simulations for them were preceded

by energy minimization by combining the fastest descent

method with the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno

method with limited use memory [18].

Molecular dynamic conditions and protocol. All MD

simulations and analysis of the resulting trajectories were

performed using the GROMACS [19, 20] package version

5.1.4 and the AMBER�14SB force field [21].

Topologies, geometry optimization, and molecular

electrostatic potentials of noncanonical RNA residues

and amino acid residues associated with the 3′�end of

tRNA were obtained by quantum�chemical calculations.

Prior geometry optimization of a newly parametrizing

residue was carried out with PRIRODA software [22, 23]

by DFT method with mPBE functional [24] and L1 basis

set [25]. Optimization continued until either 300 steps

were completed or gradient reached the value less than

10–6 Hartree/Bohr. Final geometry optimization of the

residue and its molecular electrostatic potential calcula�

tion were performed with FIREFLY package [26, 27] via

the Hartree–Fock method with 6�31G* basis. Optimiz�

ation was also terminated either when 300 steps were

completed or gradient reached the value less than

10–6 Hartree/Bohr.

All molecular dynamics simulations were performed

at 310 K (E. coli temperature optimum) with a coupling

time of 0.1 ps under the control of a velocity scaling ther�

mostat with an additional stochastic term [28] and peri�

odic boundary conditions with an isotropic constant pres�

sure maintained by the Berendsen barostat [29] with 5 ps

coupling time. Electrostatic interactions were processed

using the Ewald particles network [30] with 0.125 nm grid

step and the fourth order of interpolation. The simulated

system was centered in an orthorhombic cell with edges of

24 × 27 × 25 nm, filled with TIP4Pew water molecules in

order to separate the borders of the ribosome by the sol�

vent layer of at least 1.5 nm depth from the cell bound�

aries. Negative charge of the system was neutralized by

potassium ions with improved Van�der�Waals parameters

[31], together with structural magnesium ions visible by

cryoelectron microscopy. 100 mM KCl and 6 mM MgCl2

in the form of ions were also added to the neutralized sys�

tem.

Integration time step in all the simulations was 2 fs;

the coordinates were written to the trajectory file every

15 ps.

Methods of analysis of MD trajectories. Analysis of

non�covalent bonds and conformations of RNA residues

were carried out for trajectories spans beginning from

100 ns, when RMSD (Fig. 1) and potential energy (Fig. 2)

of the ribosome became stabilized.
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Hydrogen bonds were analyzed using the built�in

GROMACS option: in each frame of the trajectory, the

presence or absence of a defined hydrogen bond was

determined by geometric parameters:

• the donor atom of the hydrogen and the acceptor

atom were separated by a distance of no more than 3.5 Å;

• angle hydrogen–donor–acceptor was less than 30°.

Geometric parameters were also applied to recognize

stacking interactions of the nucleobases of RNA residues,

for which purpose the centers of the nucleobases were

calculated (the average coordinates of the atoms C2, C4,

and C6 for pyrimidines and N1, N3, and C8 for purines)

as well as the plane equation for these three points.

Stacking interactions in the frame were detected if:

1. the distance between the centers did not exceed

5.5 Å;

2. the angle between the planes of nucleobases did

not exceed 30°;

3. the angle between the plane of the first nucleobase

and the segment connecting the geometric centers of both

the nucleobases was at least 45°; without this condition, a

coplanar base pair (e.g., Watson–Crick) would be erro�

neously recognized as a pair with stacking interaction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Non�constitutive methyl group of 2503 residue
enhanced its stacking interactions with neighboring nucle�
obases. The m2A2503 residue of the 23S rRNA situated in

the strand between the H89 and H90 helical structures

wedges into the stack of residues of a similar single�chain

strand between H73 and H74 with formation of the

unpaired stack

C2063–G2061–m2A2503–A2059–A2058. At the same

time, A2060 residue from the main strand also outloops

and forms tertiary stacking interactions with G2502 – the

neighbor nucleobase for the investigated m2A2503.

We started from the systems and trajectories of the

following types obtained in our previous work [17] to

introduce the modification m2m8A2503 into them and

study its conformational effect on its environment, each

Fig. 1. Changes in the RMSD of the ribosome during molecular dynamics simulations after introduction of the modified m2m8A2503 residue

to the system: an example of one of 4 trajectories 200 ns long for each type of system. The immediate data are shown in pale�grey on a back�

ground, running averages over 100 points are presented as a black solid line with Bezier spline. a) A/A, P/P�state. a) P/P, E/E�state.
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of which is hereafter mentioned in the form of an abbre�

viation. These abbreviations designate the following:

• PE – a ribosome complex with fMet–P–

tRNAfMet and deacylated E–tRNAfMet;

• AP – a ribosome complex with Ala–A–tRNAPhe

and fMet–P–tRNAfMet.

Producing of the original AP and PE systems is

described in detail in our previous work [17]. On the basis

of these systems 4 200�ns long trajectories were obtained

for each functional state of the ribosome. After the methyl

group was added to the residue 2503 23S rRNA at the 8th

position, the system quickly reached a stable state:

RMSD growth saturated at 60�80 ns (Fig. 1), and oscilla�

tions of the ribosome potential energy (Fig. 2) almost

immediately exhausted any directional drift.

Therefore, as in previous simulations of the AP and

PE systems with the canonic m2A2503, the last 100 ns of

each trajectory were used for analysis. The occurrences of

hydrogen bonds and stacking interactions of the rRNA

residues in the obtained trajectories were extracted from

the last 100 ns with calculation of the average and stan�

dard deviation for 4 values of each type of the system.

The most immediate effect of the modification was

an increase in the stacking interaction occurrence of the

m2m8A2503 base with its neighbors – G2061 and A2059

residues (Fig. 3). This slight alteration in the residue con�

formations and interaction strength entailed total

destruction of the stacking interaction between adjacent

G2502 and A2060 residues, resulting in the alternative

interaction of the latter preferably with U1255 (table).

In addition, stabilization of the 2503 residue confor�

mation and redistribution of electron density in it con�

tributes to a significant increase in the occurrence of its

hydrogen bond with the adenine of the A2062 residue,

completely eliminating any cases of the A2062 incorpora�

tion between G2061 and C2063 residues, which often

occurs in the frames of the A,A/P,P�state ribosome.

However, the described induced alterations involve

only the closest neighbors of the 2503 residue and do not

spread down the NPET or up to the PTC. Thus,

Fig. 2. Evolution of the potential energy of the ribosome during the MD simulations after introduction of the modified m2m8A2503 residue

to the system: an example of one of 4 trajectories 200 ns long for each type of the system. The immediate data are shown in pale�grey on a

background, running averages over 100 points are presented as a black solid line with Bezier spline, value ranges inside the running standard

deviations are constrained by dashed lines. a) The A/A, P/P�state. b) The P/P, E/E�state.
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Bond

G2061||m2A2503

A2062/N6–H...m2A2503/N7

A2060||G2502

U1255||A2060

G830/N1–H...A2448/N7

C961||A2031 

C2499/N4–H...G2454/O6

G2454/N2–H...C2499/O2

G2454/N1–H...C2499/N3

A2453/N6–H...U2500/O4

U2500/N3–H...A2453/N1

G2454||G2455

Ψ2504/N1–H...G2447/O6

Cm2498/N4–H...C2499/N3

Cm2498||C2499

A945/N6–H...A2448/N3

U2500||Ψ2504

G830||A945

G2446/N2–H...D2449/O2

C2452/N4–H...Ψ2504/O2

A1783/N6–H...A2587/O2′

U1779/N3–H...G2588/O2′

A1785/N6–H...U1779/O4

A783/O2′–H...U1779/O2

A751||A789

U1782||U2609

A781/O2′–H...C1788/O2

The stably and reproducibly changing bonds in the 23S rRNA as a result of 8�methylation of the m2A2503 residue

РЕ m2m8A2503

84.6 ± 3.8

12.4 ± 24.9

0.1 ± 0.2

21.6 ± 32.6

0 ± 0

61.1 ± 15.4

22.0 ± 20.6

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

1.9 ± 3.2

12.5 ± 17.5

89.1 ± 4.0

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

78.8 ± 23.4

0 ± 0

10.0 ± 18.0

0.3 ± 0.3

61.6 ± 42.6

48.2 ± 40.5

68.0 ± 6.0

0.5 ± 0.6

20.1 ± 22.1

0.1 ± 0.1

0 ± 0.1

40.1 ± 30.0

23.0 ± 17.1

AP wildtype

15.4 ± 17.4

37.3 ± 36.1

26.9 ± 33.9

23.1±28.1

0 ± 0

72.7 ± 2.2

13.8 ± 11.4

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

93.4 ± 2.6

0 ± 0

0.8 ± 1.6

84.5 ± 12.4

0 ± 0

1.4 ± 2.8

0.1 ± 0.2

84.5 ± 6.4

25.6 ± 48.2

23.1 ± 32.2

64.1 ± 42.9

81.3 ± 9.0

62.0 ± 41.5

33.0 ± 29.5

84.4 ± 13.7

1.1 ± 2.2

АР m2m8A2503

38.0 ± 33.5

55.8 ± 40.5

7.3 ± 14.4

55.4±19.5

0.1 ± 0.3

38.8 ± 19.7

70.5 ± 45.7

67.6 ± 41.7

68.9 ± 45.1

89.8 ± 5.0

62.6 ± 37.4

19.2 ± 35.9

61.9 ± 31.4

20.6 ± 3.6

72.5 ± 19.5

0 ± 0

66.2 ± 22.6

20.1 ± 34.8

41.5 ± 23.8

56.1 ± 26.4

5.1 ± 10.2

9.7 ± 9.8

0 ± 0

32.2 ± 22.2

0.1 ± 0.3

92.1 ± 9.0

2.8 ± 2.6

AP wildtype

33.8 ± 25.4

8.3 ± 9.6

33.0 ± 23.0

34.5 ± 30.8

44.6 ± 12.0

0.2 ± 0.3

6.1 ± 7.1

3.5 ± 7.1

3.4 ± 6.7

7.0 ± 14.1

8.0 ± 15.9

90.4 ± 11.9

14.8 ± 12.4

0 ± 0

37.4 ± 11.8

25.7 ± 13.5

13.3 ± 7.9

70.0 ± 7.8

12.6 ± 4.0

3.8 ± 7.5

7.4 ± 14.8

13.0 ± 13.1

0 ± 0

39.8 ± 27.0

0 ± 0

94.8 ± 4.5

3.3 ± 4.0

Most important alterations in the A,A/P,P�state

Alterations in the PE�state in the NPET
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m2m8A2503 modification does not significantly perturb

the A/A, P/P�state of the ribosome except the immediate

vicinity of the dimethylated residue.

Remote conformational alterations in the NPET and
other sites of the ribosome induced by the introduction of
m2m8A2503. As it was described above, non�constitutive

resistance methylation of the A2503 residue increased its

stacking interactions. This effect was found to be trans�

mitted deeper along the NPET, where the nascent peptide

chain was expected to interact with the ribosome, and the

most prominent differences were found for the P/P, E/E�

state of the ribosome.

The structure formed by the stacking interactions of

C2063–G2061–m2A2503–A2059–A2058 nucleobases is

transformed into the H73 helix, starting with G2057–

C2611 and G2057–C2612 pairs. They are connected by

covalent bonds with important allosteric sensors in the

NPET, namely C2610 and U2609 [32]. In the A/A, P/P�

state these residues in the NPET retain their conforma�

tion regardless of the degree of modification of A2503.

However, in the P/P, E/E�state the U2609 and U1782

stacking interaction diverged via turning the U1782

residue to a position similar to that in the A/A, P/P�state

of the ribosome (Fig. 4).

The turn of U1782 is transmitted to U1781 and A752

residues, also connected by stacking interactions. This

shifted the A751 residue to a state that reproduced the

A/A, P/P�state conformation like for the U1782 residue

(Fig. 5). This resulted into complete disintegration of the

stacking interaction between A751 and A789 nucleobases,

similarly to the case observed in the A/A, P/P�state.

Thus, only in the P/P, E/E�state, which is functionally

opposite to the A/A, P/P�state, conformational alter�

ations are detected in the NPET, and they reproduce the

allosterically antagonistic state of the ribosome. This

could indicate local hyperstabilization of the A/A, P/P�

state by the resistance modification.

Furthermore, the U2609 and U1782 residues along

with the A751 region are involved in the transmission of

the allosteric signal from NPET to PTC and A site, which

comprises the key mechanism of the action of antibiotics

that bind in the NPET of the ribosome [32].

With regards to the other sites of the ribosome, alter�

ations in the NPET did not induce large�scale global

reconfiguration of non�covalent bonds in the rRNA, in

the manner that it was observed, for example, in the case

of mutations that severely affected function of the ribo�

some (see [17]). Stable and reproducible changes of the

non�covalent RNA bonds occurrences by at least 20%

were found in 253 cases for the A/A, P/P�state and 296

cases for the PE�state (in the presence of approximately

22 thousand bonds reproducibly existed in at least one of

the states). The changing bonds were distributed through�

out the whole ribosome, and in both cases, formed at least

two large clusters, inside which the rRNA residues form�

ing such bond were separated from each other by no more

Bond

U2075/N3–H...A2435/N1

U2074/N3–H...G2597/N3

U200/N3–H...G248/O4′

U2076||U2596

A197/N6–H...A2430/O2′

U2431/O2′–H...A2433/N7

G2436/N2–H...U2074/O4

U2075/N3–H...A2077/N7

A2077/N6–H...U2075/O4

A2435/N6–H...U2075/O4

Table (Contd.)

РЕ m2m8A2503

52.5 ± 29.5

61.4 ± 5.7

44.1 ± 9.9

32.1 ± 4.6

4.1 ± 4.3

8.1 ± 13.0

48.7 ± 23.3

21.5 ± 22.1

54.0 ± 41.4

38.6 ± 35.8

AP wildtype

6.1 ± 5.6

38.3 ± 11.2

69.0 ± 8.5

60.7 ± 7.5

52.8 ± 35.4

54.4 ± 20.9

6.5 ± 7.8

58.3 ± 9.1

98.5 ± 0.4

0 ± 0

АР m2m8A2503

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

6.9 ± 10.2

66.5 ± 19.7

64.0 ± 19.1

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

95.2 ± 2.2

0.1 ± 0.1

0 ± 0

AP wildtype

1.5 ± 3.0

0 ± 0

8.3 ± 16.6

79.3 ± 13.7

57.9 ± 8.0

0 ± 0

0 ± 0

88.1 ± 12.2

31.7 ± 47.0

0 ± 0

Alterations in the P/P, E/E�state around the E�site

Note. AP and PE denote ribosome with A/A� and P/P� or P/P� and E/E�tRNA, respectively. The values are calculated from four independent tra�

jectories for each of the systems and are presented as an average value ± standard deviation. Ellipsis denotes a hydrogen bond, double vertical bar || –

stacking interactions.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the characteristic conformation of the vicinity of A2503 residue of 23S rRNA with different modifications. Additional

8�methylation of the m2A2503 residue reinforced stacking interactions of 2503 residue but resulted into destruction of G2502 interaction with

A2060. The displayed trajectory frame is the closest to the centroid of the main cluster for coordinates of the depicted rRNA residues in 4 final

100 ns spans of 200 ns trajectories for each the system. a) A/A, P/P�state of the wild�type ribosome (with m2A2503). b) A/A, P/P�state of the

ribosome with m2m8A2503. (Colored versions of Figs. 3�5 are available in online version of the article and can be accessed at:

https://www.springer.com/journal/10541)

Fig. 4. Disintegration of the stacking interaction between U2609 and U1782 residues of the 23S rRNA in trajectories with 2,8�dimethylated

A2503. The figure displays several most populated clusters of the NPET residues: 3 clusters for the wildtype ribosome which occupy 82.1% of

all frames form 4 trajectories and 4 clusters for the ribosome with m2m8A2503, which contain 83.5% frames, respectively. a) P/P, E/E�state of

the wild�type ribosome (with m2A2503). b) P/P, E/E�state of the ribosome with m2m8A2503.

ba

ba
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than three residues in the network of stable noncovalent

bonds. The first cluster contained 23S and 5S rRNA

regions in the large ribosomal subunit, and the second

one was comprised by fragments of the small subunit and

several intersubunit bridges.

In the first cluster of rRNA residues, the largest

amount of alterations in the A/A, P/P�state upon the

m2m8A2503 modification was found around the PTC in

the H89 and H74 helices, as well as the in the site of their

junction, and, moreover, near the region connecting H37

and H39 helices. The detected alterations were in general

related to stabilization of the internal bonds of helices and

interhelical elements (table, section “Most important

alterations in the AP�state”).

On the contrary, in the P/P, E/E�state, the bonds

redistribution was concentrated around the universally

conserved joint of the H74, H75 and H93 helices (table,

section “Alterations in the PE�state around the E�site”),

which was adjacent to the E�tRNA C75 residue binding

site – the putative allosterically sensitive site associated with

E�tRNA (see [17]). The H93 hairpin from the mentioned

joint is the most immediate connection between the E�site

and the upper part of the NPET. It is likely that the alter�

ations at one of its termini also induce the turn of the stack

of two bases, U2609 and U1782, towards the conformation

that resembles the one specific to the A/A, P/P�state.

Quantitative data about the occurrences of the non�

covalent bonds discussed above are given in table.

CONCLUSION

Molecular dynamics simulations of the ribosome

systems with constitutive and non�constitutive methyla�

tion of the A2503 23S rRNA residue revealed that addi�

tional 8�methylation strengthened stacking interactions

of the A2503 nucleobase. This alteration drew residues

G2061 and A2059 to the A2503 residue. As a result, in the

A/A, P/P�state of the ribosome preceding the PTR only

several significant conformational alterations and

rearrangements were found in the very point of the mod�

ification. On the contrary, in the presence of tRNA in the

E�site conformational rearrangements occurred both in

the E�site and in the NPET involving the residues that

were known to be important for allosteric connection

between the NPET and the PTC.

Thus, the m2m8A2503 modification did not perturb

the A/A, P/P�state of the ribosome required for the

PTR, but shifted conformations of the certain residues in

the antagonistic state back closer to the one observed in

the A/A, P/P�state. Therefore, the fact that this modifi�

cation protect bacteria from a wide spectrum of antibi�

otics with different binding sites could be explained by

the additional stabilization of the pre�transpeptidational

state of the ribosome. This fact should be taken into con�

sideration in the further investigations of the effect of

modifications on antibiotic� and peptide�dependent

ribosome stalling.

Fig. 5. Disintegration of the stacking interaction between A751 and UA789 residues of the 23S rRNA in trajectories with 2,8�dimethylated

A2503. The figure displays several most populated clusters of the NPET residues: 3 clusters for the wildtype ribosome which occupy 82.1% of

all frames form 4 trajectories and 4 clusters for the ribosome with m2m8A2503, which contain 83.5% frames, respectively. a) P/P, E/E�state of

the wild�type ribosome (with m2A2503). b) P/P, E/E�state of the ribosome with m2m8A2503.
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